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The extent to which electronics has penetrated automobiles is astonishing:
the average car today has 40 microcontrollers, five miles of wiring, and
more than 10 million lines of software. By one analyst’s estimate, electronics
represent almost 40% of the content of the modern automobile,1 making it
truly a computer on wheels.
Up to the present, the growing integration of automotive electronics
has been spurred by successive generations of smaller, more powerful
microcontrollers—the inexorable trend that has come to be known as
Moore’s law.2 Going forward, the focus is shifting: Automotive engineers are
looking to interface subsystems for continued integration and innovation in
tomorrow’s cars and trucks (Figure 1).

 LED CONTROLLERS
– Instrument clusters
– Dashboards
– Gauges / Tell-tales
– Car radios
– Climate controls

 LCD DRIVERS
– Instrument clusters
– Climate controls
– Tachographs
– Car radios
– Key fobs

 REAL-TIME CLOCKS
– Tachographs
– Black boxes
– Battery mgmt units
– Navigation systems
– Car radios
 CAPACITIVE SENSORS
– Passive Key-less Entry
systems (PKE)
– Replacement of rotary
knobs, push buttons,
sliders in car radios or
climate control units

 I/O EXPANDERS (GPIOs)
– Body control units
– Instrument clusters
– Car radios

 LEVEL SHIFTERS
– Processor interface in
infotainment systems

 UARTs and BRIDGES
– Telematics
– Nav radio
– Instrument clusters

 CAR CLOCKS
– Clocks for motor bikes
– Stand-alone car clocks

Figure 1. Important Interface Subsystems in the Modern Automobile

1. Thomas H. Klier, senior economist, Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, and James M. Rubenstein, professor, Miami University, “Making cars smarter: The growing role of electronics in automobiles,” Chicago Fed Letter, October 2011
2. “Moore’s Law states that the number of transistors on a chip will double approximately every two years,”
source: www.intel.com.

This white paper looks at the opportunities for integration
and innovation in three key subsystems: LCD drivers, LED
controllers, and real-time clocks. However, let’s first take a
deeper look at what is behind the drive to more and more
integration.

Why the Push to Integrate?
From highly publicized recalls to government bailouts,
recent events highlight an unprecedented level of turmoil
and uncertainty in the automobile industry. If analysts
agree on anything, it is that the road ahead will become
more and more competitive, forcing automakers to look for
advantages wherever they can find them—especially in the
area of technology:
To remain competitive, automakers will focus on
more user-friendly and low-cost vehicles that are
also the most advanced technologically.3
As noted earlier, the area of interface subsystems
holds promise for automobile designers. Higher levels
of integration in automotive interface subsystems can
both improve the driving experience and enhance the
automobile maker’s competitiveness.

goal, and integration can play a major role in doing so.
Shortening time to market is equally important, because
consumers are notoriously willing to shift loyalties to a
model with newer, glitzier features. In the wake of the
massive product recalls of recent years, automakers are
keenly aware that increasing reliability pays dividends by
reducing warranty repair expenses and avoiding brand
damage that results from negative publicity.

LCD Drivers: Display and
Instrumentation
Electronic instrumentation made its debut in the
automotive world in the 1976 Aston Martin Lagonda
(Figure 2). Since then, automobile dashboards have grown
in sophistication and importance, in large part due to
liquid crystal display (LCD) technology. Today’s displays
provide the driver with a wide range of information,
from road speed and air temperature to vital engine
parameters. Instrument clusters, tachographs,4 car radios
and climate control units (Figure 3) are some of the many
uses of LCD technology in the modern automobile.

Improving the Driving Experience

Photo courtesy of Benjamin de-Campos

Studies have consistently shown that greater situational
awareness—both of road conditions and vehicle status—
enables drivers to make better decisions about driver and
passenger safety and comfort. Modern automobiles have
hundreds of sensors, so in principle there is an enormous
amount of information available. Automotive designers
are taking advantage of this wealth of data to deliver more
information to the driver visually using LCD displays and
LED indicators, and to ensure a high degree of accuracy and
precision for that information.

Increasing Competitiveness
Fierce levels of competition in the industry demand that
automakers find ways to increase their competitiveness in
a variety of ways. Cutting costs—both through reduced
bill-of-materials cost and labor expense—is an obvious
3. “Auto Industry Outlook and Review - May 2011”, Zacks Equity Research (May 21, 2011)

Figure 2. Dashboard of 1976 Aston Martin Lagonda

4. Tachographs record vehicle trip information such as speed, rpm, distance, and travel time.  
They are used primarily on transport trucks and commercial vehicles
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CHIP-ON-GLASS TECHNOLOGY
OFFERS HIGHEST LEVEL
OF INTEGRATION FOR
AUTOMOTIVE LCD DISPLAYS
Today, many automotive LCD displays
are implemented by connecting a cased
LCD driver IC with the physical display
module via a printed circuit board. This
approach—referred to as the cased
design—provides a robust mechanical
solution and flexibility in locating the
individual components.

Instrument Cluster

Climate Control Unit

Car Radio
Figure 3. Typical LCD Displays in Modern Cars

Chip-On-Glass (COG) technology is
another design methodology in which
the LCD driver is mounted directly on
the display glass. This approach reduces
the number of tracks and layers on the
PCB, cutting the board size dramatically,
and eliminates the IC package used in
the cased approach. The overall impact
is a reduction in system cost.
In contrast to the PCB approach,
COG requires tight production and
design coordination between the IC
and the LCD module manufacturers.
NXP is well-positioned to support
COG applications based on its strong
relationships with major LCD module
manufacturers worldwide and has more
than 10 years of experience in designing
LCD drivers for COG application.
For more information on NXP ChipOn-Glass solutions, see the NXP
white paper “R_10015: Chip-On-Glass
(COG) — a Cost-effective and Reliable
Technology for LCD Displays.”
(i) Cased

cased

(ii) Chip-On-Glass (COG)

LCD

bare die with
gold bumps

In comparison to their counterparts in consumer products such as mobile
phones and music players, automotive LCD displays have specialized needs
including very high contrast, a wide viewing angle, and good image quality
at extreme temperatures. In particular, automobile displays require a true
black background for aesthetic reasons (Figure 4).

With true black background

Figure 4. Automobile Dashboard Showing True Black Background

To meet these specifications, the circuits that drive LCD displays must
provide higher display voltages (VLCD) controlled to tighter tolerances. To
function across a wide range of physical environments, LCD drivers have
to compensate accurately for variations in ambient temperature. They also
need to ensure calibrated frame frequencies over an extended frequency
range to provide a consistent visual display.

LCD

PCB

Cased and Chip-on-Glass Designs for
LCD Displays
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Early LCD driver designs relied on first-generation LCD
driver ICs plus a number of additional components to
perform these functions. However, today’s automobiles
usually accomplish all these functions via a single, highly
integrated LCD driver IC that includes (Figure 5):
• Charge pump to generate the LCD supply voltage as a
multiple of the input supply voltage
• Temperature sensor to provide ambient temperature
reading
• LCD supply voltage temperature compensation to ensure
optimum contrast at all temperatures
• One-time programmable (OTP) memory to hold
calibration coefficients for frame frequency and LCD
supply voltage calibration in a non-volatile medium
Basic
I C Bus
2

LEDs form the perfect complement technology to LCDs in
the modern automobile dashboard for specific uses such
as push button illumination and safety alerts such as open
door and seat belt reminders. Dashboard backlighting
requires low-intensity light spread over a large area,
another ideal application for LEDs (Figure 6). In practice,
backlighting requires a large number of individual LEDs,
which creates challenges both in terms of light level
consistency and dimming.

Fully featured

control
logic

I C Bus
2

RAM

sequencer

LED Controllers: Backlighting and
Status Indicators
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Figure 6. LED Backlighting in Modern Automobile Dashboard
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Figure 5. Basic and Fully Featured LCD Driver Integrated Circuits

The current generation of highly integrated LCD driver
ICs offers a range of benefits. They enable a simplified
architecture in the LCD subsystem, speeding quality
testing and reducing time to market. By lowering the total
component count, they reduce costs and minimize the
number of possible failure points, which improves reliability.
Storing temperature coefficients and other calibration
information in OTP memory minimizes problems in the field
and improves display quality.

The technical requirements for automotive LED controllers
are well known to interface design engineers. They must
provide a constant current for consistent levels of brightness
and pulse-width modulation (PWM) for dimming. To produce
white light—an increasingly important design requirement
for both safety and aesthetic considerations—controllers are
required to mix red, green, and blue LED lights.
Because of the large number of LEDs in the typical
dashboard, modern LED controllers must integrate a
number of PWM channels in a single device to reduce
component count and ensure consistent brightness levels
across the dashboard (Figure 7). For even higher levels
of integration, multiple LED controller chips may be
required. The LED controller design therefore requires two
additional capabilities:
• Programmable prescaler to adjust the pulse width of
multiple devices
• External clock input to synchronize all LED controller
chips to a single system clock
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Figure 7. LED Controller Block Diagram

Highly integrated LED controllers offer significant benefits
for automotive designers. By lowering the component
count, they reduce costs and improve reliability. Modern
LED controllers allow for a simplified subsystem architecture,
which speeds quality testing and shortens time to market.

External
quartz crystal
required

External
capacitors
required

I2C communication required (for
temperature-dependent tuning)
INT

Real-Time Clocks: Accurate
Time Reference
Real-time clocks (RTCs) provide an accurate time reference
for dashboard instruments, car radios, and tachographs.
First-generation RTC integrated circuits performed the
basic clock calculations but relied on a number of external
components, such as a quartz crystal for clock source,
temperature sensor for temperature compensation, and
load and trimming capacitors for clock calibration. Today’s
highly integrated RTC devices bring all these features onto
a single chip, offering the maximum level of integration for
the RTC subsystem (Figure 8).
By incorporating highly integrated RTCs, automobile
designers can lower the component count for the clock
subsystem, leading to lower costs and improved reliability.
The on-chip compensation and associated circuitry provide
factory calibration, offloading the calibration task from
technicians on the assembly line and increasing accuracy.

No external
quartz crystal
required

No external
capacitors
required
No I2C communication required (for
temperature-dependent tuning)

RTC

µController

PC

Power-up
calibration
required

No power-up
calibration
required

temperature
sensor

No external temperature
sensor required

External
temperature
sensor required

Standard RTC Configuration

Highly Integrated RTC

Figure 8. Standard and Highly Integrated Real-time Clock ICs
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Trend
Improved
driver
assistance

Higher
integration

NXP Solution

NXP Products

LCD drivers tailored for vertical alignment
displays, featuring higher contrast, wider
viewing angle, real black background, and
better image quality

PCA85134H
PCA8536AT
PCA8536BT
PCA9620H

LED controllers with PWM color mixing and
dimming capability for color backlighting
and status illumination

PCA9685PW
PCA9635PW

Real-time clocks for accurate time reference

PCA2129T
PCA21125T
PCA8565TS

LCD drivers for Chip-On-Glass display
technology

PCA85133
PCA85132

LCD drivers with integrated charge pump,
temperature sensor, LCD supply voltage
temperature compensation and OTP memory
to hold calibration coefficients for frame
frequency and supply voltage calibration

PCA9620H

Real-time clock modules with integrated
quartz crystal, temperature sensor and clock
frequency temperature compensation

PCA2129T

LED controller with 16 individual and one
global PWM channels on a single device

PCA9685PW
PCA9635PW

NXP in the Automotive Market
NXP is a leading supplier to the automobile industry,
offering a diverse portfolio of products for in-vehicle
networking, automotive lighting, car radio and audio,
automotive power, and access and immobilization. NXP
products garner the top market share in a number of key
automotive technologies including:
• In-vehicle networking
• Passive keyless entry and immobilizers
• Car radio
In the arena of interface subsystems, NXP offers an
extensive array of products including LCD controllers,
LED drivers, and real-time clocks. Automotive designers
are using these powerful and flexible products to address
the trends of tomorrow’s vehicles toward improved driver
assistance and higher integration (Table 1).

Table 1: NXP Solutions for Automotive Interface Design

Product

Description

Programmable
and calibrated
frame
frequency

Package

PCA85134H

60x4 Segment
Driver

LQFP80

PCA8536AT

40x8 Segment
Driver with 6
PWM channels

TSSOP56

ü

40x8 Segment
Driver with 6
PWM channels

TSSOP56

ü

PCA9620H

60x8 Segment
Driver

LQFP80

ü

PCA85133

80x4 Chip-OnGlass (COG)
Segment Driver

Die with gold
bumps

160x4 Chip-OnGlass (COG)
Segment Driver

Die with gold
bumps

PCA8536BT

PCA85132

ü

Integrated
temperature
sensor

Integrated
charge
pump

Integrated
VCLD
temperature
compensation

VCLD
supply
voltage
in volts

Operating
temperature
range

ü

8.0

-40 °C to
+95 °C

ü

9.0

-40 °C to
+95 °C

9.0

-40 °C to
+95 °C

ü

9.0

-40 °C to
+105 °C

ü

8.0

-40 °C to
+95 °C

ü

8.0

-40 °C to
+95 °C

I2C
Interface

SPI
Interface

ü

ü

ü

ü

Table 2. NXP LCD Drivers, Selection Guide
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Product

Description

PCA9685PW

16 + 1 PWM channels (sixteen
individual, one global)

PCA9535PW

16 + 1 PWM channels (sixteen
individual, one global)

PWM
Resolution
(bits)

PWM
Frequency

I2C
Interface

TSSOP28

12

40Hz to 1000 Hz

TSSOP28

8

95kHz

Package

Output Sink
Current (5V
compliant)

Operating
temperature
range

ü

25mA

-40 °C to +85 °C

ü

25mA

-40 °C to +85 °C

SPI Interface

Table 3. NXP LED Controllers, Selection Guide

TSSOP8

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

SPI-bus Realtime clock
and calendar

External 32.768
kHz quartz
crystal

0.55 µA
(Vdd = 3.0 V)

TSSOP14

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Accurate1
real-time
clock with
integrated
quartz crystal

Temperaturecompensated
crystal oscillator
with integrated
capacitors

0.70 µA
(Vdd = 3.3 V)

SO16

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Table 4. NXP Real-time Clocks, Selection Guide

Why NXP?

ü

Operating
temperature
range

1.8 V to
5.5 V

-40 °C to +125 °C

ü

1.3 V to
5.5 V

-40 °C to +125 °C

ü

1.8 V to
4.2 V

-40 °C to + 85 °C

ü

ü

Clock
Operating
Voltage

0.65 µA
(Vdd = 3.0 V)

SPI
Interface

Seconds

External 32.768
kHz quartz
crystal

I2C
Interface

Hours

Minutes

Real-time
clock and
calendar

Leap year
correction

Package

Day

PCA2129T

Typical backup
current

Weekday

PCA21125T

Time reference

Month

PCA8565TS

Description

Year

Product

Note 1: Typical accuracy: ±3 ppm from -30 °C to +80 °C

Top engineers across the automotive industry are turning
to NXP for key interface solutions based on NXP’s
commitment to:

• Performance: NXP’s LED and LCD solutions offer the
highest level of optical performance for automotive
information displays. NXP has strong relationships with
the top LCD manufacturers, ensuring tight integration.

• Reliability: NXP automotive solutions are compliant to the
AEC-Q100 standard. NXP achieves some of the lowest
ppm rates in the industry, which translates into fewer
failures and low return rates.

For more information on NXP automotive solutions, visit
www.nxp.com/automotive.

• Integration: NXP solutions feature high levels of
integration to drive automotive designs that reduce
component counts, streamline quality test cycles, and
minimize time to market.
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